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ES RACÓ D’ARTÀ, A NEW GEM OF THE
TemptingPlaces
dévoile la deuxième édition
BALEARIC ISLANDS JOINS TEMPTINGPLACES
de son Coffee Table Book
Es Racó d’Artà, a wellness retreat, where you can reconnect with yourselves and with the essentials for a
moment, a real gem in the sapphire waters of the Mediterranean where you can explore di erent horizons with
the paths of self-discovery and holistic retreats, joins the TemptingPlaces hotel label
Nestled in a natural site of great beauty, Es Racó d'Artà is a new holistic concept located next to the historic authentic
town of Artà, on the eastern part of the island. Outstretched in the valley, its nearly 200 acres encompass an authentic 13thcentury stone farmhouse with several buildings. Almond, g and olive trees, local fruit trees, 14 acres of grapevines and and
their ecological vegetable gardens on numerous fertile elds… It’s here, within this peaceful environment, that this newly-opened
retreat invites its guests to connect with nature and lift themselves beyond their well-being.

Antoni Esteva, a famous architect originally from Mallorca,
has transformed dozens of buildings on the island. Though
there was something special about Es Racó… Together with
Jaime Danus, his good friend and constructor, also proprietor,
being fascinated by the beauty of the environment they
decided to acquire the

nca (estate) and transform it to a

holistic sanctuary of senses.
Sustainable, Delicate and minimalist
design of Es Racó’s 31 suites and casitas, 34
rooms in total, re ects the energy and
genuineness of the region. Wooden furniture
and natural linen cushions, organic hemp
ropes and artistic sculptures, awlessly mixed
with contemporary artworks by Majorcan
artists, displayed in the rooms and public
spaces… let the peace and calm ll you as
you observe the impressive views over the
valley and embrace moments of connexion
in these elegant cocoons, bathed in the
warmth of gentle Spanish sunshine. A truly
intimate place to recharge and connect
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through the good Majorcan living !

STEP THROUGH THE DOORS OF ES
RACÓ D’ARTÀ’S WELLNESS
CENTER AND GIVE SPECIAL CARE
TO YOUR BODY AND MIND…

Seamless swimming pools, jacuzzi, sauna, Turkish
bath, relaxation and meditation areas... At Es Racó
d'Artà each space is transformed into a unique
experience, where the notion of time and space
disappears. Make sure to try a unique Watsu treatment,
performed in the original treatment pool - this aquatic
massage creates optimal conditions to enter a state of
deep relaxation through the union of water and shiatsu,
aiming to release the everyday tensions.
An ultimate pleasure!

THE JOURNEY OF THE SENSES
GOES ON AT ES RACÓ D’ARTÀ’S
RESTAURANT…
A real promise of a healthy gourmet voyage
through the estate’s seasonal eco vegetables
mixed for traditional and balanced avors.

The respect for the environment and the body can also
be read on the menu, composed exclusively of organic
products grown on site, to guarantee a healthy and
balanced gastronomic experience and habits.
After a delicious meal, put on your shoes and have a
walk among the countless trails around the estate. If
you are an adventure-lover, bicycles or guided hikes are
available to admire majestic landscapes of the region.
Once back, take time to meditate or try some yoga
practices to achieve deep well-being and refocus on
what’s really important – yourself…

>> DOWNLOAD

THE PICTURES <<

ABOUT TEMPTINGPLACES
Since 2010, TemptingPlaces selects the most exceptional boutique hotels around the world. Today the collection counts 55 independent
hotels a liated for their distinctive character and the excellence of their personalised services, in 15 countries. Rigorously quali ed by the
hotel label, these intimate and sometimes con dential treasures re ect the authenticity of their owners and their passionate teams.
TemptingPlaces continues to amaze hedonistic travellers, unveiling unique addresses and o ering them an unforgettable experience.
For more information visit the website: www.temptingplaces.com

If you would like more information, please contact :
Mallorie LOISEAU
Communication & PR Manager
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+33 (0)1 78 94 90 70
press@temptingplaces.com

